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Introduction to Early Modern History
Ted: I’m Time Talking Ted!
Mona: And I’m Mystery Mulling Mona.
Ted: We’re back again for early modern history! When exactly is that?
Mona: We ended our tour of medieval history in 1550, so we’ll be picking up
there, then we’ll be traveling all the way up to 1845.
Ted: YES! I get to zoom my timeline in a lot then! Now that I know when early
modern history is, what is early modern history?
Mona: We live in the modern era of history. Modern means things that are
currently happening or recent, but when we’re talking about historical eras,
modern describes the invention of advanced technology and machines, as well
as the creation of a global world.
Ted: So does that mean early modern history is the era where that started happening?
Mona: Yeah, this is the era of history that laid the foundation for the modern era.
Ted: What are some of the major changes that happen in early modern history?
Mona: For the first time in history, people can travel all over the world—literally. At the
end of the tour of medieval history, we saw Ferdinand Magellan circumnavigate the globe.
Pretty soon, Francis Drake will do the same thing. Later Captain Cook will as well. Many
others will too. Improved travel starts to make the world feel smaller. Each time someone
circled the globe, they gained new knowledge that would shape future trade routes, inventions, wars, and colonization plans.
Ted: Ooo, colonization. We learned about that at the end of medieval history. That’s
when a new group of people starts living somewhere else and tells the local people
how to live. It’s not a good thing. Does that happen a lot in early modern history?
Mona: Colonization is basically early modern history in a nutshell. It happened
all over the place. Mainly, it was European countries sailing outside of Europe and
staking claim to wherever they ended up. At the beginning of early modern history,
Spain controls vast portions of North and South America, as well as the Caribbean
Islands. Portugal controls Brazil and many islands in the Indian Ocean. Other
European countries are packing their bags, ready to get in on the action. By the end
of early modern history, the British Empire will control nearly a quarter of all the
people and land on the planet.
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Ted: Wow, so colonization here we come. What else is going on in this era of history?
Mona: Many countries take on their modern shape.
Arthur: Don’t forget art!
Lily: Books!
Arthur: Music!
Lily: Science!!
Arthur: Philosophy!
Lily: We’re Arty Arthur and Literary Lily. We’re here to
remind you that culture is about to kick it into high gear,
and we are ready for it!
Mona: Glad to see you guys will be joining us again.
Arthur: We wouldn’t miss it! Baroque, the
Enlightenment, Romanticism.
Lily: Shakespeare, the invention of opera, rationalism.
Arthur: The scientific AND industrial revolutions!
Lily: I mean, this era of history has got it all! It’s got so much in fact, Arthur and I have
decided to set up our own area called Arthur and Lily’s Culture Corner. We’ll be highlighting important artists, musicians, writers, inventors, cultural movements, new art forms,
and more.
Mona: We’re happy you’re here to add even more culture to history!
Ted: Let’s not forget about wars and generals. I’ve got Napoleon to look forward to.
As well as Admiral Yi and the Zulu Empire. Not to mention the American and French
Revolutions.
Mona: Well, I’ve got the rise and fall of quite a few empires to cover, not to mention all
the things you guys might forget about.
Ted: Where do we start?
Mona: Remember Henry VIII?
Ted: The dude who kept killing and divorcing his wives?
Mona: All because he wanted a son to inherit the throne. Let’s go see how that plan
worked out for him.
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Section 1:
Elizabethan England
ef

Chapter 1: England Picks a Religion
Ted: Let’s do a quick recap of where we’re at.
Mona: We’re starting in England in the mid-1500s. England is currently ruled by the
Tudor Dynasty. Henry VIII became king of England in 1509. His first wife, Catherine of
Aragon gave birth to a daughter named Mary. Henry adored Mary as a child. Mary was
exceptionally intelligent and Henry often bragged about her and showed her off to foreign
leaders.
Ted: But Henry didn’t like Catherine very much. As great as Mary was, she wasn’t a boy.
Henry desperately wanted a son. So he tried to divorce Catherine.
Mona: The Pope said no, so Henry founded the Church of England so that he could
officially divorce Catherine of Aragon and marry Anne Boleyn. He also disinherited Mary,
banned her from seeing her mother, and partially exiled her. Oh, and all of England was
suddenly declared Protestant.
Ted: But marrying Anne Boleyn didn’t help Henry get a son since Anne’s first child was a
girl named Elizabeth.
Mona: Elizabeth had a hard life from the start.
Her mom, Anne Boleyn, was beheaded when she
was a toddler. Her dad resented her for being
female. She was disinheritRememb
ed when Henry remarried.
er
Then because of the
this?
sketchy way Henry married
Anne, there were plenty
of people at court who
thought Elizabeth wasn’t
Henry’s official child and
she didn’t deserve to be
part of the court.

Divorced

Divorced

Executed

Executed

The wives of Henry VIII.

Died

Lived
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Catholic
2nd in line to the throne

Protestant
3rd in line to the throne

Protestant
1st in line to the throne

The heirs and children of Henry VIII. From left to right, Mary I, Elizabeth I, and Edward VI.

Ted: While all that was going on, Henry married and divorced/executed a few more
women.
Mona: One of those women, Jane Seymour, gave birth to a son named Edward VI.
Ted: Henry’s last wife, Catherine Parr, tried to smooth over all this drama. Since Henry
now had that son he so desperately wanted, Catherine Parr convinced him to reinherit his
two daughters.
Mona: That means if Edward died without an heir of his own, his older sisters could
inherit the throne.
Ted: Thus, Henry dies in 1547 thinking he’d successfully ensured a male would inherit the
throne and carry on his family name.
Mona: He was right. The next king was his son, Edward VI.
Ted: Yeah, but Edward didn’t live long enough for that to matter too terribly much.
Mona: Edward was just 9 years old when he became king. Then he died 7 years later when
he was only 15. But just because he was young doesn’t mean Edward didn’t do anything as
king. Edward carried on his father’s work on converting England to Protestantism or as he
called it “the True Religion.” Henry VIII and Edward VI destroyed thousands of Catholic
churches, monasteries, and abbeys around England. Hundreds of Catholics were executed
during these changes.
Ted: Since he was only 15 when he died, Edward didn’t have a child to inherit the throne,
which means England was right back where it was before Henry divorced Catherine of
Aragon.
Mona: Except for the whole change in religion thing, which is kind of a big deal. England
was split down the middle. There were still ardent Catholics who wanted to return the
country to its Catholic days. Not the mention the staunch Protestants who would do
whatever it took to keep the country Protestant. The line of succession might not be
different, but pretty much everything else was. When Edward died, the future of England
hung in the balance.
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Ted: Why?
Mona: Because the monarch’s religion became the religion of the whole country.
Switching back to Catholicism or staying Protestant would change so much about
England’s future.
Ted: Mary should be next in the line of succession, right?
Mona: Yep! And she’s a Catholic. Edward was afraid of Mary restoring Catholicism, so he
disinherited her again.
Ted: What about Elizabeth?
Mona: She’s a Protestant, but Edward couldn’t come up with an excuse to disinherit only
Mary, so he disinherited both his sisters.
Ted: Since that’s all of Henry’s kids, who’s going to inherit the throne now?
Mona: Edward tried to name Lady Jane Grey as his heir. She was
the great-niece of Henry VIII and a Protestant. She was already
married so she could have male children to inherit the throne, plus
her husband was an influential nobleman.
Ted: I’m surprised he picked a woman. Had England ever been
ruled by a queen before?
Mona: Empress Matilda claimed the English throne in the 1100s,
but was never crowned. Other than that, no. England had always
been ruled by kings.
Ted: So why do they have so many potential queens now?
Mona: Honestly? They ran out of men. If there had been a good
male relative that could have become the next king, they would
have chosen him—but fate had dealt England a different hand.
Lady Jane Grey was briefly declared Queen of England.
Ted: Briefly?

Lady Jane Grey

Mona: Mary was not on board with being disinherited yet again. She gathered as much
support as she could to oppose Jane.
Ted: I take it, by ‘support’ you mean an army?
Mona: Precisely. Mary had been gathering supporters at court for years. Anyone who
secretly remained a Catholic supported Mary. Mary marched with her army to London
with Lady Elizabeth at her side.
Ted: Wait, Protestant Elizabeth was supporting her Catholic sister?
Mona: Elizabeth was in an awkward position. She’d already narrowly avoided being
beheaded for treason by her brother. Supporting her sister was the safest choice she could
make. When Mary got to London, she left her army at the gates while she and Elizabeth
rode into the city. They were met by cheering crowds as they rode to the palace and ousted
Lady Jane Grey, just nine days after she’d been declared queen. Mary was later crowned,
becoming England’s first official female monarch.
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Ted: Cheering crowds, huh? So Mary was popular with the people?
Mona: Yes. At the beginning of her reign, Mary was very popular and adored by her
people. Many English were still Catholic and were excited to see a return to the old ways.
Ted: So she restored Catholicism like everyone thought she would?
Mona: Yes. She reversed everything Henry and Edward had done, trying to take England
right back to where it had been 30 years before.
Ted: Can you really erase nearly 30 bloody years that easily?
Mona: No. Plus Mary added plenty of blood to that bloody history, earning herself the
nickname “Bloody Mary.” Bloody Mary is a rather unfair nickname though. She did cause
lots of bloodshed, but she wasn’t any more violent than her father, brother, or later sister,
who aren’t given the nickname “bloody.”
Ted: Why’s Mary singled out with the bad nickname?
Mona: Because she became so incredibly unpopular. Her most unpopular decision of all
was to marry Philip II of Spain, a foreigner and a Catholic.
Ted: How does Protestant Elizabeth fit into all this?
Mona: Elizabeth supported Mary, but supporting Catholicism was one step too far. At
first, Elizabeth tried to be subtle and just hoped Mary wouldn’t notice she didn’t support
Catholicism. When Elizabeth kept coming up with excuses not to attend mass, Mary
became suspicious and locked her up in the Tower of London. Traitors were sent to the
Tower before being executed.
Ted: Did Elizabeth make it out alive?
Mona: It was Elizabeth’s second very close brush with death, but eventually, Mary released her. Then just five years after becoming queen, Mary died without an heir.
Ted: Now it’s Elizabeth’s turn!
Mona: Elizabeth was crowned Queen of England on
January 15, 1559. Her reign is called the Elizabethan Era.
She would become one of England’s longest-ruling and
most important monarchs.
Ted: Why? What did she do?
Mona: First of all, she reversed the religion of England, yet
again.
Ted: So. . . England is Protestant again. . . ? It’s getting
hard to keep up.
Mona: Protestant. Again. Elizabeth successfully navigated
the many religious groups and came up with compromises
that mostly kept the peace. The Church of England
became a mixture of Catholic and Protestant beliefs and
practices. For example, she allowed worshiping the cross,
Queen Elizabeth I of England in her coronation robes.
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which is very important to Catholics but was considered idolatry by many Protestants. She
also allowed Catholics to practice their religion in private, which helped keep the peace
for those who refused to convert. Her careful compromises between Catholics, extreme
Protestants, and middle-ground Protestants created the Church of England that exists
today. It was a shaky peace, but it was peace after many decades of religious fighting.
Ted: Okay, ending-ish the war of religion in England is a big accomplishment. What else?
Mona: The whole of Europe was being transformed during Elizabeth’s reign. The discovery of the Americas, or as the Europeans called it, the ‘New World’, was transforming
everything. And Elizabeth was not going to get left out.
Ted: Did she send out explorers of her own?
Mona: Explorers and raiders. Spain had become ridiculously wealthy, and Elizabeth
was jealous. She hired Francis Drake for a secret mission to raid the Pacific coast of the
Spanish Empire. Drake already had a lot of experience raiding Spanish ships and colonies.
Now, Elizabeth wanted to up the target and hit the extremely rich and unguarded Pacific
coast.
Ted: To get to the Pacific coast you have to go around South America. That’s not easy
during this period of history.
Mona: Which means the Spanish weren’t protecting their Pacific coast. They thought no
one could get there. Drake set off with three ships. All three made it to the Pacific Ocean,
making them the first English ships in the Pacific Ocean, but then the problems began.
Severe storms sunk one ship and caused another to turn back. Drake was now left alone
with no backup.
Ted: But with the entire coast unguarded, he had lots of plundering opportunities ahead
of him!
Mona: Drake made his way up the coast of South America, stealing vast quantities of
gold along the way. He even plundered a massive Spanish treasure ship carrying roughly
$60,000,000 in today’s money.
Ted: Oooo! I wish I could have seen the Spaniards’ faces after that!
Mona: After his successful raids, Drake kept sailing north, hoping to find the Northwest
Passage and sail home.

Henry’s Reign

“The Ambassadors” painted
Elizabeth born
Edward V I born
1537
1533
1534
Church of England established

Edward’s Reign

Edward V I crowned
Henry V III dies
1547
1543
Mary and Elizabeth reinherited

Mary’s
Reign

July 24 Mary takes the throne
July 10-19 Lady Jane Grey’s reign
July 6 Edward dies
1553
1554
Mary m. P hilip II
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A map by Nicola van Sype showing the
voyage of Francis Drake. This map was
made in the early 1580s, shortly after
Drake’s journey. The northern most point
of Drake’s voyage before crossing the
Pacific is still disputed.

Ted: What’s the
Northwest Passage?
Mona: Just like earlier
explorers had discovered it was possible
to sail south around
Africa and South
America, Drake and other explorers in his day hoped there was a way to sail north around
North America. They called this supposed path the Northwest Passage.
Ted: There’s not actually a Northwest Passage is there?
Mona: No, there are too many islands and icebergs in the way. Once Drake realized he
was not going to succeed in finding the Northwest Passage, he was faced with a problem.
If he turned around and tried to get home by going around South America again, the
Spanish would be ready for him. That left him with only one path home.
Ted: Sailing all the way around the world?
Mona: Yep! Drake set off across the Pacific Ocean and picked up some extremely valuable
spices and fabrics on his way through Indonesia, sailed across the Indian Ocean, around
Africa, then back on home to England. Drake was the second captain to circumnavigate
the globe, and the first one to survive the journey since Magellan died along the way.
Ted: I bet Elizabeth was excited about that!
Mona: Oh yes! Drake made Elizabeth and everyone else who paid for his voyage extremely rich! Queen Elizabeth knighted Drake for this voyage.
Ted: This is an exciting era of history! What does Elizabeth do next?
Mona: She does a lot of things! She inspires a golden age of literature, she starts colonizing the Americas, she fights off the Spanish! Next time, we’ll talk some more about Queen
Elizabeth’s accomplishments.

Elizabeth’s Reign

Elizabeth settles religious disputes
Elizabeth I crowned
1559
1558
Mary dies & Elizabeth takes the throne
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Drake’s Circumnavigation
1577
1580
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Culture Corner
Hans Holbein
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Lily: Welcome to Arthur and Lily’s Culture Corner.
Arthur: This is our first time popping by to give you a rundown of a significant person
or painting or book or invention or anything that makes the world a bit more human.
Lily: Today’s spotlight is on a Northern Renaissance artist. A man who brought art and
culture to the Tudor Dynasty. He’s the official court painter for Henry VIII, which had the
potential to be a hazardous job. Today’s spotlight is on Hans Holbein.
Arthur: I want to look at one painting in particular because it’s just packed with SO
much. In one painting, Holbein captured what life at the Tudor court was like.
Lily: I present you with The Ambassadors. So bro, why is this painting a big deal? Because
frankly, it looks like two dudes standing next to a bunch of stuff.
Arthur: Ah, but that’s the genius of Holbein. The mastery is in the details. You are right.
We do have two guys, and they are standing next to a bunch of stuff. That alone tells us
something. They have a bunch of stuff. They’re rich. England is starting to get very rich at
this point in history.
Lily: You know, artists don’t include things accidentally. There is a bunch of stuff on that
table, but why those things? Why not something else?
Arthur: Exactly!! The ambassadors who are paying Holbein to paint this want to come off
looking a certain way. Those objects were chosen intentionally! Look at all those scientific
instruments and globes they have. These men are educated. This is the Age of Exploration!
They are knowledgeable about the world.
Lily: And just look further down. There are instruments. These men are cultured too.
They are taking part in all the finer parts of life available at the Tudor court.
Arthur: Just look a little bit closer, and you’ll start to notice things are off. Many of the
scientific instruments are set up wrong. There’s a broken string on the lute. The book is
a book on mathematics, and it is open to a page on division. All is not right at the Tudor
court. The tools don’t work, the music doesn’t play, and the court is being divided.
Lily: It’s all very subtle.
Arthur: You’ve got to be subtle at the Tudor court!
Lily: Or off with your head!
Arthur: It’s with those subtleties that Holbein shows us precisely what it’s like to live
under the Tudors. Everything is off, but you aren’t allowed to say it. Instead, you just need
to carry on and distract yourself with money and material objects.
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Lily: I hope I don’t offend you, bro. But what in the heck is that thing by their feet?! Is
the painting damaged? Did Holbein make a huge mistake? Is it a flying saucer? What is it??
Arthur: That is the thing that tells us there is something really off about this painting.
Because at first, you don’t know what it is. Holbein was a master of perspective. That is an
anamorphosis.
Lily: That means he distorted the perspective of
something.
Arthur: When you stand in front of the painting, it
looks like a smudge or a disc. But if you kneel down to
the right of the painting, suddenly it becomes a skull.
Lily: Death is lurking at the Tudor court.
Arthur: Holbein couldn’t say it, but he could paint it.
The Tudor court was rich. It was powerful. It was knowledgeable. It was cultured. It was broken. It was haunted
by death.
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Chapter 2: Elizabeth
Extends Her Reach
Ted: It’s Elizabeth Day! What else do I need to know about Queen
Elizabeth?
Mona: Elizabeth was ambitious. She was England’s second female ruler.
Her sister’s reign hadn’t gone very well. Elizabeth had a lot to prove!
The New World was the perfect place to prove herself.
Ted: So she starts colonizing America?
Mona: She tried. She sent the explorer Walter Raleigh to establish
the Virginia Colony in North America. Raleigh was given pretty
much free reign to do whatever he wanted in America, so long as
Elizabeth got her share of the profits. Raleigh was given so much freedom in fact, that he
never even went to North America. He organized for other people to go, while he personally went off to South America in search of the golden city of El Dorado.
Ted: Oooo, did he find El Dorado??
Mona: No. El Dorado is a myth. But he did find potatoes
and tobacco. Both of which he brought back to England and
popularized.
Ted: Potatoes are awesome!
Mona: And smoking became a staple British pastime for
hundreds of years. So all in all, potatoes and tobacco probably
had a bigger impact than El Dorado would have.
Ted: What about the colony he was supposed to establish?
Mona: The company Raleigh sent to America founded a
small colony on the island of Roanoke, just off the coast of
modern North Carolina.
Ted: I don’t remember Roanoke Colony from US history.

Sir Walter Raleigh painted in 1588.
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The location of Roanoke Island, including modern U.S. state
borders for reference.

Mona: That’s because it didn’t last. The colonists arrived in 1585. Then they suddenly disappeared. No one knew what happened to them.
Raleigh wanted to find out, so he convinced
another group of colonists bound for the New
World to stop off at Roanoke and investigate.
Ted: What did the new colonists find?
Mona: They found the settlement built by the
first group of colonists, but they didn’t find any
bodies, or signs of war or disaster, or any other
clue to tell them what happened to everyone. Since these colonists were looking for a place
to settle in the Americas and they did find an empty village, they decided, ‘Hey why not
settle here?’
Ted: Um, because this place has a history of people mysteriously disappearing?
Mona: They didn’t seem worried about that. Thanks to a drought, the new colonists
struggled to grow enough food to survive. The governor of the colony, John White, decided to sail back to England to get supplies. Everyone else was supposed to hunker down and
wait for him to return. Except it took White three years to make it back. By the time he
got there, everyone was gone.
Ted: AGAIN?!?
Mona: Just like the first time, there was no clear evidence for what happened. No
bodies. No graves. No signs of fighting. The only thing the governor found was the word
‘Croatoan’ carved into a tree.
Ted: What’s Croatoan?
Mona: It’s an island south of Roanoke. It’s also the name of a local tribe.
Ted: So. . . they moved to Croatoan Island? Or were killed by the Croatoans? Or moved in
with the Croatoans because they were about to starve? Or. . . ?
Mona: All those are possibilities people have considered over the years. White wasn’t able
to go investigate because of a major storm, so it’s still a mystery!
Ted: Surely there’s some evidence to give
us a clue which possibility is right?!
Mona: Nope. It’s a mystery! There are
little bits of evidence to support each
possibility, but even after hundreds of
years of searching, we still don’t know
for sure what happened to the Roanoke
Colony.
Painting by John White of when he and his men discovered
the missing colony and word ‘Croatoan.’
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Ted: That’s kind of creepy. Why on earth did it take John White THREE years to get
back with supplies?? If it hadn’t taken him so long, we might have answers!
Mona: He was delayed by a little thing called the Spanish Armada.
Ted: Oh hey now, I like the Spanish Armada!
Mona: Queen Elizabeth sure didn’t like the Spanish Armada.
Ted: Here’s the rundown on the Spanish Armada. Spain and England did not get along. At
all.
Mona: Spain was super Catholic, and England was Protestant. Plus remember Catherine
of Aragon that Henry VIII divorced? She was a Spanish Princess. Then Queen Mary
married the King of Spain.
Ted: Plus all the raids by Francis Drake and Co. Yeah. . . Spain and England did not like
each other.
Mona: Then for reasons we’ll get to in a couple of Snapshots, Spain was having issues with
Protestant rebels in the Netherlands. Queen Elizabeth decided to support the Protestant
rebels.
Ted: And Spain was like, ‘Oh no you don’t! You are not going to mess with us! We’re going
to take you down!!’ And so they built the Spanish Armada, also known as the Invincible
Armada. Pro tip: Don’t ever call your ship ‘invincible’. It never ends well.
Mona: What exactly is an armada?
Ted: An armada is a fleet of warships. Remember when the Song Dynasty in China developed the world’s first standing navy—that is a navy that exists all the time, not just in times
of war? Well, European countries were just starting to develop standing navies that included fleets of warships. In the Middle Ages, European warships were usually just merchant
ships the king “borrowed” to use in a war. Now we’re getting to custom built warships.

Painting of the Spanish
Armada fighting the
English fleet. The ships
with the white flag and
red cross are English.
The ships with the red
flag and yellow cross
are Spanish.
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Mona: Why does that matter?
Ted: Warships are different than merchants ships. Warships are designed to be fast and
agile. Merchant ships are designed to hold lots of stuff. We’re also in the age of cannons
now, so warships were built with gun ports on the side and large stores of weapons and
ammunition. Cannons are a total game changer for naval warfare. Before naval warfare was
basically just ships trying to sail close enough to each other so one crew could board the
other ship. Then it was just run-of-the-mill fighting. If a captain was feeling creative, he
might try to force the other ship to sail into rocks and sink. Now, with cannons, a captain
could actively work to sink another ship. In this new age of warfare, the greatest sea-power
in the world—Spain—is going head to head with Queen Elizabeth. King Philip II’s goal
was to capture London. Phillip assembled over 130 ships and over 25,000 men to create
the Spanish Armada.
Mona: But Queen Elizabeth had a huge network of spies. She knew what Philip was up
to. And she was ready.
Ted: The Armada sailed up to southern England, but was hanging back to wait for a fleet
of reinforcements. Elizabeth had a fleet of ships waiting for them, including the trusty Sir
Francis Drake. The English were a bit faster at adapting to the new type of naval warfare.
Their cannons were ready. The Spaniards were still relying on old tactics and were prepared for a land battle, not a sea battle. In fact, the English knew—thanks to that network
of spies—that the Spanish ships were so loaded down with supplies for the land invasion
that their cannons couldn’t be properly reloaded. All the English had to do was sail just
close enough in a fake attack to get the Spanish to waste their first round of ammo. Then
the English could safely bombard the Spanish ships for hours.
Mona: With that kind of advantage did the English destroy the whole fleet?
Ted: Surprisingly, no. Just as the English had almost driven most of the Spanish ships into
the rocky coast, the wind changed. Most of the Spanish ships escaped—but they escaped
by sailing to the eastern side of England.
Mona: So they had to sail right past England again to make it home to Spain?
Ted: Or, they could sail all the way
around the British Isles!
Mona: Just like Drake sailed around the
whole world to avoid the Spanish.
Ted: As they were rounding Ireland, the
Spanish miscalculated where they were,
and a significant part of the Armada ran
aground and sank. A bedraggled fleet
returned home to Spain, a shadow of
what had left.
Mona: Phillip gave up on his plans to
conquer England after that humiliating
defeat.
The Armada portrait of Queen Elizabeth painted shortly after the defeat of
the Spanish Armada. The paintings of the armada in the background as well
as the globe under Elizabeth’s hand represent her increasing power.
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Ted: And Francis Drake and his fellow commanders went down in
English history as heroes.
Mona: Queen Elizabeth certainly gained a lot of popularity for
stopping the Spanish invasion.
Ted: Elizabethan England is an eventful place! What else happened
during Elizabeth’s reign?
Mona: So much more! Elizabeth encouraged art and literature, which
absolutely flourished during her reign. Lily will have quite a bit to say
about William Shakespeare, who lived during this time.
Ted: That’s impressive.
Mona: Elizabethan England also had quite a lot of political conflicts. There were
plenty of plots, rebellions, traitors, and beheadings during Elizabeth’s time. In particular,
there were lots of plots surrounding Elizabeth’s cousin Mary, Queen of Scots.
Ted: Her cousin Mary, not her sister Mary?
Mona: There were lots of Marys! Mary was the Queen
of Scotland. She was a Catholic, so there were several
plots to oust Queen Elizabeth and replace her with Mary.
Elizabeth succeeded in defeating all those plots, but her
reign was certainly eventful!
Ted: Who inherits the throne after Elizabeth? Does
Elizabeth ever marry and have children?
Mona: Elizabeth’s entire reign was plagued by the question of who she was going to marry and when was she
going to have children. After all, every strong monarch
needs to have a child to inherit the throne. Despite that,
Elizabeth firmly resisted the many, many attempts to
marry her off.
Mary, Queen of Scots

Ted: Why?

Mona: Lots of reasons. Religion was one of them. Many of the nobles of England wanted
to use her marriage to forge an alliance with another European country, which means they
wanted her to marry a foreign king or prince. The problem was, most of those kings and
princes were Catholic. Elizabeth had no interest in marrying a Catholic and possibly plunging her country back into the religious wars she’d scarcely managed to pull it out of.
Ted: Valid point.

Elizabeth’s Reign

Elizabeth settles religious disputes
Elizabeth I crowned
William Shakespeare born
1559
1564
1558
Mary dies & Elizabeth takes the throne

1567
Mary Queen of Scots gives up throne

Drake’s Circumnavigation
1577
1580
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Mona: The other main issue was a question of control. Elizabeth had played her cards
very carefully to gain power. It was no accident she was only the second queen in English
history, or that her sister was the first, or that her father had gone to such great lengths to
get a son to inherit the throne. A woman holding power was a new and scary idea for most
people in England. She knew if she married, and especially if she had a son, it would be all
too easy for her to lose power in favor of her husband or son. In fact, Mary Queen of Scots
was forced to give up her crown in Scotland in favor of her one-year-old son.
Ted: Oooo, that’s harsh.
Mona: Elizabeth insisted that she was married to England. She said being the monarch
was such a large commitment she couldn’t possibly be both the monarch and a wife.
Ted: So what happened when she died?
Mona: The throne went to her closest male relative: King James VI of Scotland, the son of Mary
Queen of Scots. James was crowned King James I of
England and started the Stewart Dynasty. James was
a Catholic, but despite what the Protestants feared,
James didn’t change the religion of England. England
faced different problems under the Stuarts than it did
under the Tudors. We’ll come back in a little while to
see what those problems were. Now it’s time to see
what Spain was doing in the New World.

Want to know more?

Try researching the following topics:
•

The Tower of London

•

Queen Elizabeth’s early life and imprisonment

•

The Church of England

•

Life of Mary, Queen of Scots

•

History of Scotland

•

Witch-hunts in England and Scotland

•

Daemonologie by King James

Mary Queen of Scots executed
2nd Roanoke Colony
Roanoke Colony disappears
1587
1590
1585
1st Roanoke Colony

1588
Spanish Armada

King James I of England (also known as King James
VI of Scotland) painted by John de Critz around 1605,
shortly after James took the English throne.

Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
1595

James I crowned
Queen Elizabeth dies
1603

1601
Shakespeare’s Hamlet
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William Shakespeare u
Lily: Welcome back to Arthur and Lily’s Culture Corner.
Arthur: I’ll give you a drumroll to introduce—
Lily: William Shakespeare!!! The Bard of Avon!
Arthur: He’s the crowning jewel of the Northern Renaissance!
Lily: William Shakespeare was an English playwright who lived
during Queen Elizabeth’s day. Theater was all the rage during
Elizabeth’s time. The Queen enjoyed watching plays at her palace.
Nobles would patronize theater companies. Commoners would
attend the theater on their days off. Theater was high art. It was
low art. It was everything!
Arthur: Tell me sis, why is Shakespeare such a big deal?
Lily: His writing is phenomenal! His plots are timeless! His plays
are just as good today as the day he wrote them!
Arthur: And why is that, pray tell?
Lily: Because he wrote people as they really are—like really are.
People see themselves in Shakespeare’s plays. They see villains.
They see heroes. They see ordinary people. Shakespeare’s characters are so real they’ve enchanted people for centuries.
Arthur: That can’t possibly be all.
Lily: Oh no! Shakespeare brings a super important change to the way stories are told. His
stories were about problems that were, well, modern. He was the first modern writer. His
characters ask the same sorts of questions we’re still asking today. What is the purpose of
life? What is love? What is justice? What is evil?
Arthur: And that, my friends, is the power of the Northern Renaissance. It started something that’s still changing our world today!
Lily: That’s not the only way he shaped
our world today. Shakespeare invented
hundreds of words you use every single
day. Words like bedroom, dawn, eyeball,
moonbeam, lonely, impede, lackluster,
bandit, torture, zany, scuffle, worthless,
and so many more!
Arthur: We all owe a great debt to the
Bard!

The exterior of the reconstructed Globe Theater
in London, England.
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The interior of the reconstructed Globe Theater in London,
England. You can see the stage in the center, surrounded by
the yard, as well as the three levels of seating.

Lily: Can I give you a quick rundown of
what Elizabethan theater was like?
Arthur: By all means!
Lily: There were several public theaters located in London. The theater
Shakespeare’s plays were performed at
for most of his career was the Globe. The
Globe was round. It had three levels of
seating around the edges of the theater.
The higher your seat, the more expensive
the ticket. Nobility, and sometimes even royalty, would watch from those seats. Down
below in the center of the theater was a large open area called the yard. Commoners could
buy a ticket to stand in the yard for only a penny.
Arthur: Rich and poor come together to watch Elizabethan theater!
Lily: Each theater had its own company of actors. These actors performed all the parts
in each play. There were no auditions. Different actors would specialize in a type of role.
One actor would always play the clown roles, while another would always be the young
lover, while another would always be the lead in tragic plays. There were no women in
Elizabethan theater. It was seen as indecent for a woman to perform on stage. Instead, all
parts were played by men. Boys and teenagers played the female roles until their voices got
too deep.
Arthur: Things were always changing in Elizabethan England, the same play didn’t hang
around too long.
Lily: Audiences always demanded something new! Shakespeare would only have a few
weeks or months to turn out a new play. Once he even wrote a whole play in a weekend!
Then the actors would get a few days to memorize their lines. They’d get three or four
rehearsals, then they’d perform. A new play would only be performed a handful of times
before the company moved onto something else. Old plays would be revived if they were
popular enough. It wouldn’t be strange for a theater company to perform six different plays
in a single week.
Arthur: The pace of Renaissance art is exhilarating!
Lily: I could go on and on forever, but the real way to get to know Shakespeare is to go
read or watch something he wrote!
An anonymous painting from the 1800s of various Shakespearean characters.
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Section 2:
The Riches of Spain
ef

Chapter 3: The Gold and Silver of
the Spanish Main
Ted: At the end of our tour of medieval history we saw Spain take over massive amounts
of land in the Americas including conquering the Aztec and Inca Empires. How big has its
empire gotten?
Mona: Huge! The Spanish territory in the Americas was so big, Spain had to split it into
two different territories: The Viceroyalty of Peru and the Viceroyalty of New Spain.
Ted: What’s a viceroyalty?
Mona: It’s like a state or a mini-country ruled by another country. The Viceroyalty of Peru
included all of the former Inca Empire as well as most of South America. Its capital was
Lima. The Viceroyalty of New Spain included modern-day
Mexico, all of Central America and the Caribbean, as
well as Florida and the central and western States in the
modern United States, parts of southern Canada, and the
Philippines. Its capital was Mexico City.
Ted: Both of those are ridiculously huge areas! But, did
you say the Philippines? I thought that it was in Asia. How
did the Philippines get into this?

the
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Mona: We’ll get to that in a minute. In the meantime,
Spain had a really clear goal when they started colonizing
the Americas. They wanted gold! Oh, so much gold! The
conquest of the Inca and Aztec’s sure helped with that
goal. At first, Spain was glutting itself on the gold of the
New World, but then they had to confront the fact that
they didn’t actually have any major gold mines in the
Americas. All that gold was just stuff they’d stolen from
the Native peoples.
See note on page 27 about the
borders shown on this map.
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Gold and silver coins from the reign of Philip II.

Ted: So they needed a mine?
Mona: Yes. But the problem was, where was all the
gold? Spain spent quite a lot of time searching for the
ideal gold mine. While they do eventually find gold,
they really hit the jackpot with silver. Spain started
both gold and silver mines in northern Mexico.
At first, Spain made quite a lot of money off these
mines. These mines required so much labor the
Spanish started using a system called encomienda, as
well as bringing slaves over from Africa.
Ted: Yuck, slavery. I’m guessing encomienda is similar
to slavery?
Mona: Yes. Encomienda was a system where the
Spanish demanded tribute and labor from the people they conquered.
Ted: So the Spanish conquered them, stole their stuff, and then said ‘now you have to give
us more stuff and work for us for free’?
Mona: It was as terrible as it sounds.
Ted: Colonization sucks. . .
Mona: The mines in Mexico were productive, and the Spanish made a lot of money off
them, but they were soon overshadowed when a literal mountain of silver was discovered.
Ted: How? Where?
Mona: Diego Huallpa was a Quechua man working for the Spanish in modern-day Bolivia.
He climbed a mountain looking for an Inca shrine. On his way down the mountain, he was
knocked down by a gust of wind and fell into paydirt. He immediately recognized the valuable metals mixed into the dirt. Soon word spread and several different mines were opened
on the mountain Cerro Rico de Potosi. With this discovery, Spain went from making quite
a lot of money to making utterly unreasonable amounts of money.
Ted: Cerro Rico is an actual mountain of silver? Cool!
Mona: It has rocks and other minerals too, but yeah, it had TONS of silver.
Ted: Was there terrible forced labor at Cerro Rico too?
Mona: Yes. The Inca had a system called mit’a where people served the government for a
certain number of days per year.
Ted: And in exchange for that Pachacuti promised them food, protection, education, and
other benefits.
Mona: Yeah, and it was through the mit’a system that the Inca were able to build so many
incredible things like their road system and Machu Picchu. The Spaniards decided to make
the mit’a system part of their encomienda system. They just made it. . . worse.
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Above, a view of Cerro Rico de Potosi in Bolivia.
Right, modern miners working at Cerro Rico. Cerro Rico is one of the richest
ore discoveries in history. It is still being mined today and has been mined almost
continuously since its discovery by Diego Huallpa.

Ted: Because I’m guessing they didn’t provide the people
with the food, protection, and education like the Inca
government did.
Mona: It was slavery. A really brutal form of slavery since working in the mines was so
incredibly dangerous. Not all the workers at Cerro Rico were forced laborers through.
Many were paid. But the most difficult and dangerous jobs were given to the mit’a workers.
Ted: That’s pretty horrendous!
Mona: The encomienda system was so brutal that some Spaniards objected to the cruel
treatment of the Natives. The friar Bartolomé de Las Casas petitioned the Spanish King
on behalf of the Native people and was able to get some reforms, called the New Laws,
passed which freed thousands of Natives. Other Spaniards fought hard to keep the system
in place, and the cruelty and forced labor were far from over.
Ted: At least someone tried to fix that mess. . . What exactly was Spain doing with all this
silver?
Mona: That’s how the Philippines come into this.
Ted: How?
Mona: In 1493, the Pope decided to settle the disputes between the budding Spanish and
Portuguese Empires with the Treaty of Tordesillas. In the treaty, the Pope drew a line down
the world and said Spain gets this half. Portugal gets that half.
Ted: Like a mom trying to get two siblings who share a room to stop fighting. . .
Mona: Exactly like that. Portugal got Africa and Asia. Spain got the Americas.
Ted: Can I point out those lands weren’t the Pope’s to give away?
Mona: You can point that out, but the Pope did it anyway. Back to the Philippines. The
reason Spain even found the Americas was because they were trying to sail to Asia. Spain
wanted in on Asian trade routes. In 1543, a Spanish explorer landed on an island in the
Pacific Ocean and decided to name it and the surrounding islands the Philippines after
King Philip II of Spain. The Philippines were technically in Portuguese territory, but they
were far enough away from major spice sources that Spain figured Portugal wouldn’t fight
for them.
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Line of Pope Alexander VI, 1493
Treaty of Tordesillas, 1494
Treaty of Zaragossa, 1529
Spanish Empire & Major Trade Route
Portuguese Empire & Major
Trade Route

Map of the Spanish and Portuguese Empires in the 1600s. The
purple line is the division created by the Treaty of Tordesillas.
That treaty did not include a dividing line in the Pacific Ocean/
The Treaty of Zaragossa was signed to end further Spanish and
Portuguese conflicts over Asian trade routes. The core Portuguese
trade route is shown in pink, while the Spanish trade route is shown
in orange. Major port cities are labeled.

Please note, borders changed frequently and there is a difference between
claimed land and controlled land. This map shows claimed land. While
the Spanish and Portuguese claimed all this land, that does not mean
they controlled it all in any meaningful way. In particular, Spanish
control in the Americas outside of the former Inca and Aztec Empires
was limited. The far north and south ends of the empire were claimed in
name only, and Spain had almost no presence there. In addition, many
other areas were heavily disputed between the Spanish and Native
peoples. Likewise, Portugal’s claims in Africa were also heavily disputed.

Ted: Ah, so Spain colonized the Philippines because it was as close as they could get to
Asia!
Mona: Exactly! In 1565, Spanish colonizers showed up and started taking control of the
islands. They founded Manila in 1571 as the capital of the Philippines.
Ted: Can we stop and talk about the Philippines then? The Philippines are this group of
islands on the eastern side of Asia.
Mona: The Philippines are just outside what’s known as the “Indian
cultural bubble.” The Indian cultural bubble describes the areas
around India that were heavily influenced by Indian culture,
religion, philosophy, and art. So the Philippines had some
similarities with other Southeast Asian cultures, but not a
lot.
Ted: A lot of the Philippines was settled by Austronesianspeaking people thousands of years ago, right?
Mona: Yeah, we talked about that in ancient history.
The Philippines have a unique blend of cultures. Then the
Spaniards showed up and added a whole lot of Spanish culture to
the mix, which is why millions of Filipinos still speak Spanish today,
and the majority of Filipinos are Catholics.
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Ted: Because language and religion are two things the Spanish were really good at
spreading.
Mona: Spain discovered a sea route that went straight from Mexico to the Philippines.
That meant it was easy to sail all that silver from the Americas to the Philippines where
it could be spent buying Asian trade goods. Silver was the preferred type of money in Asia
since it was one of the very few things Chinese merchants were interested in trading for.
Ted: Oh! I’m seeing how these pieces fit together. They mine silver in the Americas, send
it over to the Pacific coast, sail it to the Philippines, buy Chinese stuff (like porcelain,
silk, and spices), and then?
Mona: Sail it back to Mexico! Ships called Manila Galleons sailed this trade route
from Acapulco to Manila for 250 years.
Ted: That’s a long time for one trade route to last.
Mona: The long term trade route between Mexico and the Philippines meant that
a lot of ideas and culture were shared over the years, creating a close connection and
many similarities between the two regions.
Ted: Why did the trade ships sail back to Mexico though? I would have thought Spain
would want to send all those Asian trade goods back to Spain, not Mexico.
Mona: But they couldn’t sail across the Indian Ocean to get back to Spain. Stopping off
in Mexico before crossing the Atlantic was easier than sailing around South America.
Ted: Ah, right. The Indian Ocean “belonged” to Portugal. What’s Portugal been up to?
Mona: Portugal has been busy building up their own trans-continental empire.
Ted: The Spanish and Portuguese Empires were distinctly different. Spain was going
for the more traditional land empire approach. The same sort of thing Alexander the
Great and Genghis Khan did. They conquered massive amounts of land, toppled previous
empires, and were left with millions of people and vast natural resources to rule. Portugal
built a trading post empire. It was more of a lazy soldier’s approach to empire building.
They didn’t conquer much land. They didn’t topple empires. Yet they still had a large
empire.
Mona: You’re right, Portugal didn’t really control that much land, at least not compared to
Spain. Portugal stuck to the coasts. They’d build forts along the coast to take over trade, or
they’d conquer powerful cities on the coast, like Kilwa Kisiwani.
Ted: Portugal wanted to control trade. ALL of the trade. From Europe, around Africa, and
across the Indian Ocean, Portugal set up a nearly continuous empire. Their ships never
had to stop and resupply at an unfriendly port. Taking the coasts gave Portugal a powerful
empire. In addition, the Portuguese also took control of strategic ports so they could
STOP trading going in certain directions. They stopped the trade that had been thriving
in the Persian Gulf for millennia so they could force merchants to go along the Portuguese
route around Africa.

1493 — Treaty of Tordesillas
1521 — Viceroyalty of New Spain founded
1529
Treaty of Zaragossa

Viceroyalty of Peru founded Cerro Rico discovered
1542
1545
The New Laws passed 1543
P hilippines named
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Mona: How did Portugal get control of so many cities? I get that they conquered quite
a few of them, but what about places like China? Surely Portugal wasn’t strong enough to
take on China.
Ted: Nope! And they had the good sense not to. Portugal used non-military tactics to
get certain ports. In the case of China, they started talking to the Ming government and
eventually convinced the Ming to rent a Chinese city to them.
Mona: They rented a whole city?
Ted: Pretty crazy, right? This wasn’t short term either. Portugal rented this city for several
centuries.
Mona: What city was it?
Ted: Macau.
Mona: Macau is one of the most densely populated cities in the world today!
Ted: And from 1557 to 1999 it belonged to Portugal. Ports like this were key to Portugal
building its empire.
Mona: Another tactic the Portuguese tried was religion.
Ted: How did that help build an empire?
Mona: The Portuguese hoped that if people converted to Christianity, then they would be
friendly with the Portuguese.
Ted: Friendly as in let them use their ports and give them good deals on trade goods?
Mona: Exactly. The Portuguese had some success with their missionary attempts, but
generally, it caused problems. Several different violent conflicts broke out around the
Indian Ocean as locals objected to Portuguese missionaries.
Ted: The Spanish also spread religion everywhere they went.
Mona: It’s a common theme in the Age of Colonization.
Ted: Spain and Portugal seem to have this colonization thing on lockdown. Are they the
only countries colonizing everywhere?
Mona: Nope! England, France, and the Netherlands, in particular, were not too happy
about being left behind in either trade routes or colonization. Wars and conflicts in
Europe would rage for quite a while as these countries tried to outdo each other at home.
Meanwhile, in the rest of the world, these countries would try to start their own colonies,
create their own trade routes, or plunder Spanish and Portuguese ships all in an attempt to
come out on top.
Ted: So how does all this power and silver affect Spain and Portugal back in Europe?
Mona: Let’s go find out!

Macau rented by Portugal
1557
Q. Elizabeth I crowned

Spain colonizes P hilippines
1565
Manila Galleon route begins

Manila founded
1571
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Miguel de Cervantes u
Arthur: Welcome back to Arthur and Lily’s Culture Corner.
Lily: Today I’m highlighting another game-changer in the
history of writing: Miguel de Cervantes!
Arthur: Cervantes is a writer who lived in Spain during the
1500 and 1600s.
Lily: He spent five years serving in the army, where he had
his hand shot off, and another five years as a slave to pirates.
The rest of his life he spent as a poor and struggling author.
His books were not popular, and he couldn’t make enough
money. He eventually ended up in prison because of his
money problems. While he was sitting in prison, he started
writing something that changed the world.
Arthur: Don Quixote! Tell me sis, what is Don Quixote
about?
Lily: Don Quixote is the adventures of an insane knight.
Arthur: Sounds promising!
Lily: In Cervantes day, medieval romances were all the rage.
These books were about chivalrous knights going on grand
adventures where they rescued damsels in distress and performed great feats of heroism. Cervantes enjoyed these books
but was also bored with how predictable they were. Don
Quixote is a satire, or mockery, of these medieval romances.
Arthur: Ho, ho! How does it mock those stories?
Lily: Don Quixote is a poor nobleman who has read so many
of these medieval romances that they’ve rotted his brain and
turned him mad. He suddenly believes he is a chivalric knight.
He pulls out his great-grandfather’s rusty armor, mounts his
skinny pony, and sets off to complete great feats of heroism.
Don Quixote falls madly in love with the noble lady Dulcinea
(who is actually just an innkeeper’s daughter) and insists he
will do great things to prove his love to her. Along the way, he
is joined by Sancho Panza as his squire. Sancho is a bit dim,
very pragmatic, and a loyal friend to Don Quixote. Sancho is
the world’s first sidekick. Don Quixote and Sancho have many
misadventures, such as fighting giants, which turn out to be windmills.
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Arthur: All that sounds spectacular, who wouldn’t want to read about an insane knight?
But do tell, why is Don Quixote so important?
Lily: It’s considered the first modern novel. Unlike all those medieval romances it’s not
really about what Don Quixote does. It’s about what Don Quixote thinks and feels. It’s
about what Sancho thinks and feels. It asks big questions like ‘what is reality?’.
Arthur: What is reality? That is a good question. Are we real? How do we know?
Lily: Most importantly, Don Quixote is about the individual. Don Quixote and Sancho
and Dulcinea and every other person they meet is important. They are important because
they are people. They have unique thoughts. Unique dreams. Unique feelings. Every person matters because they are different. Even if a person is totally insane, they still matter.
Miguel de Cervantes is one of the first writers to explore and celebrate individuality.
Arthur: I quite agree. I, as an individual, matter. I quite like being me, and I love that I’m
different from other people.
Lily: Individuality is at the center of our world today. And that’s all
thanks to people like Miguel de Cervantes.

Illustrations by Gustave Doré of scenes from Don Quixote.
Left shows the famous windmill fight. Right shows Don Quixote and Sancho Panza.
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Chapter 4: Spain Runs Out
of Money
Ted: Let’s take a look at what Spain’s doing in Europe. Who’s
running the show in Spain these days?
Mona: Here’s a quick rundown of the Spanish Monarchy. Charles
V inherited the throne of three different parts of Europe: the Holy
Roman Empire, Burgundy (which was part of modern France), and
Spain, including the Spanish Empire across the world.
Ted: That’s a lot to inherit! How’d one guy inherit all that?
Mona: The Spanish kings were part of the most famous family in
European history: the Habsburgs.
Ted: What makes them so special?
Mona: The Habsburgs were a royal family from Austria who became Emperors of the Holy Roman Empire. From there they used
their power and influence to marry into many of the royal families
of Europe. Soon the kings of quite a few different countries were
Habsburgs.
Ted: Marriage is a great way to get power. We’ve seen that before.

Charles V

Mona: The Habsburgs are famous for another less flattering thing. Incest, which then
causes a slew of bad rulers and quite a few wars.
Ted: What’s incest? Why does it cause problems?
Mona: Incest means marrying or having a child with a close relative, like your
cousin or your uncle.
Ted: Ew. Whhhyyy??
Mona: To get and keep power. The pharaohs of ancient Egypt often married close
relatives to try to reduce the number of royals who could try to claim the throne.
The Habsburgs did the same thing. If Habsburg kings only married other Habsburgs,
then only Habsburgs could inherit the throne. And if non-Habsburg kings married
Habsburg women, then pretty soon a Habsburg would be inheriting the throne.
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The Habsburg Monarchy at the end of Charles V’s
reign. The significant amount of land Charles ruled
made other countries nervous.

Ted: Ah, so that’s how Charles inherited
so darn much! Seems like a good plan, if
a bit creepy.
Mona: Um, incest is not recommended
and not just because it’s icky.
Ted: Why not?
Mona: Every living thing is made up
of DNA. That’s the stuff that tells your
cells what to do and runs your whole
body. You get half your DNA from your mom and half from your dad. That’s why relatives
look similar. Now if the DNA you get from your mom and your dad is too similar—because they’re closely related—it really increases the odds of problems happening.
Ted: What sorts of problems?
Mona: Like some of the DNA gets copied twice, or some gets left out, or some just gets
jumbled up. If your DNA gets messed up like that it causes serious problems. This is
called being inbred. If you’re inbred, you’re more likely to be less intelligent or have a birth
defect or physical abnormality or some rare disease that makes you sick for your whole life.
Lots of potential problems!
Ted: Not the kinds of problems you want your king to have. . .
Mona: Inbreeding hadn’t started causing serious problems for Spain—yet. In a few generations, it will almost topple the entire country and plunge all of Europe into a war in the
process. But one person being in control of so much of Europe was causing problems now.
Other European kingdoms were definitely worried about how powerful Charles was. By
the way, this Charles V (also known as Charles I of Spain) was the Holy Roman Emperor
who declared Martin Luther a heretic and found himself at the center of the Reformation.
He was also the Holy Roman Emperor when Suleiman the Magnificent tried to conquer
Vienna.
Ted: So he’s kind of a big deal in history!
Mona: Charles had to deal with a lot of wars while he was king, partly because of how
worried people were about how powerful he was. When Charles gave up the throne he
split his kingdom in half. His brother took over ruling the Holy Roman Empire bit, and his
son, Philip II, got Spain and the Netherlands.
Ted: Now that’s the Philip II that married Mary I, built the Spanish Armada, and had the
Philippines are named after him.
Mona: All the same Philip!
Ted: Was Philip inbred?
Mona: He didn’t have any debilitating symptoms of inbreeding, but his parents were
cousins, and he’ll end up marrying his niece.
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Painting of Philip II of Spain.

Ted: Ew. . . so what’s Spain like under Philip? I mean, it’s gigantic and controls land on four continents. Spain’s got to be
mega-rich. Those silver mines in America are unbelievable.
Mona: Ah, well speaking of money, during Philip’s reign
Spain ran out it.
Ted: They ran out of money? Hoooooow?? They had a literal
mountain of silver!
Mona: There’s nothing that makes people spend money
more than having money. People get this feeling like ‘I have
so much money, I could never run out!’ so then they spend
money like crazy, and it turns out, yes you can run out. It’s
always possible to run out of money.
Ted: What on earth did Spain spend that much money on??
Mona: WAR!
Ted: Yeah, war is expensive. You have to buy weapons and supplies and pay your soldiers,
then a lot of that stuff gets destroyed because—you know, things get destroyed in war—
then you have to buy more weapons and supplies and rebuild towns and other stuff that
gets ruined and it all adds up real fast. I’m betting the Spanish Armada wasn’t cheap.
Mona: Not at all. A lot of the ships in the Spanish Armada were specially built for the
invasion of England. Spain spent a lot of money on all those ships and assumed most of
them would be able to be used again in a later war.
Ted: Then there was no invasion, and a whole lot of ships didn’t make it home.
Mona: That’s just one of many very expensive poor choices Philip II made. Philip was
involved in lots of poorly thought out wars all over the place. He wasted quite a lot of
money by funding Catholics fighting the Protestants in France.
Ted: Now that’s the fighting that was caused by the Reformation Martin Luther started,
right?
Mona: That’s right. A great many people in France believed in the teachings on John
Calvin, an early Protestant reformer. These French Protestants were called Huguenots.
Ted: That rhymes with astronaut!
Mona: The majority of the French were still Catholic, including the King of France.
Ted: So Philip was spending tons of money to help his Catholic neighbors get rid of those
pesky Protestants? Who was the King of France anyway?
Mona: The more important question is who was the Queen of France. That was Catherine
de Medici.
Ted: Oh hey now: Medici. Those are the people who helped start the Renaissance. The
Pope was a Medici when Martin Luther posted the 95 Theses.
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Mona: That’s right, so it’s not surprising that Catherine de Medici was a die-hard
Catholic. Three of Catherine’s sons became King of France, and Catherine unofficially
ruled France through her sons.
Ted: So Catherine and Philip wanted to get rid of all the Huguenots in France?
Mona: That mess is called the
French Wars of Religion. The most
significant event in the French Wars
of Religion was the St. Bartholomew’s
Day Massacre. Most historians say
Catherine de Medici organized the
massacre. On August 24, 1572, thousands of Catholics murdered thousands
of Huguenots all across France. The
exact number of people killed isn’t
clear, but it was at least 5,000 or maybe
as many as 30,000 people.
Ted: That’s terrible!!
Mona: The French Wars of Religion
lasted for quite a while, but France
Painting by Edouard Debat-Ponsan of Catherine de Medici surveying eventually found peace when Henry IV
was crowned king.
the bodies after the St. Bartholomew’s Day Massacre.
Ted: How did he make peace?
Mona: Henry IV was a Huguenot.
Ted: Wait, so does France become Protestant like England?
Mona: No. When Henry inherited the throne, he famously said, “Paris is well
worth a Mass.” He meant that if he needed to become Catholic to become
King of France and bring peace to France, he was more than willing to do it.
Ted: Wow, that’s a remarkably level-headed response.
Mona: Henry IV was a new type of world leader called a politique. A politique
puts politics before religion or any other concerns. A politique wants whatever is
best for the country, even if it isn’t what they personally want.
Ted: Well that’s sure different than the medieval world! Queen Elizabeth I was
like that too.
Mona: Yes she was. Henry and Elizabeth both made compromises on religion
to achieve peace.
Ted: But that’s not what Philip II was like.
Mona: Not at all! So back to Spain and Philip’s money problems because there was another classic money problem Philip fell into: debt.
Ted: Debt is when you owe someone money. But why would someone with lots of money
go into debt?
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Mona: It’s back to that spending thing. You spend so much money you start to run out,
but you know there’s more money coming from the silver mines in America, so you borrow
some money to use until the ships arrive.
Ted: If those ships don’t arrive you’re going to have a problem.
Mona: You’ll also have a problem if silver starts to become less valuable because it’s not as
rare.
Ted: That is one drawback to a literal mountain of silver. . .
Mona: Philip’s spending spree caused a new problem: bankruptcy. Bankruptcy is when you
officially declare you are out of money and can’t pay your debts back. Obviously, bankruptcy is not a good thing. Philip II had to declare bankruptcy five different times while he was
king.
Ted: FIVE times!?! It boggles my mind that he could take a literal mountain of silver and
then just—poof—it’s gone! That is some seriously out-of-control spending.
Mona: Out-of-control spending, bad trade policies, and the decreasing value of silver all
seriously hurt Spain. That led to Philip’s next problem: the Netherlands revolted!
Ted: So first of all, where are the Netherlands?
Mona: The Netherlands is a small country located to the northeast of France. The people
from the Netherlands are called the Dutch.
Ted: Because that makes sense. So Philip ruled the Netherlands because he inherited it
from his father Charles V, who inherited it because the Habsburgs were really good at royal
marriage chess?
Mona: That’s right.
Ted: And the Netherland-ians—I mean Dutch—aren’t big fans of Philip because. . . ?
Mona: Because Philip was such a zealous
Catholic, while the Dutch were mostly
Protestant. Also the Dutch were a bit better
with money than Philip and resented the
way Philip kept wasting money. They were
also upset about the way Philip was harming
their trade routes. All of those complaints
led to the Act of Abjuration in 1581.
Ted: Erm, what’s abjuration?
Mona: It was a declaration of independence.
Painting by Johannes Hinderikus Egenberger of the
signing of the Act of Abjuration.
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Ted: Oooo, haven’t seen one of those yet, but they’re going to start popping up more and
more in this era of history!
Mona: The Dutch claimed that Philip had failed in his duties as a king, so they were
justified in going their own way.
Ted: So that’s obviously going to cause a war!
Mona: Yeah Philip attacked the Netherlands, the Netherlands fought back, Queen
Elizabeth decides to help out the Netherlands, Philip gets mad and builds the Spanish
Armada, and we already know that doesn’t end well.
Ted: So what happens to the Dutch?
Mona: Philip retakes some land, but the Dutch succeed in gaining independence. They
tried to find someone to be their king but failed, so they end up founding the Dutch
Republic in 1588.
Ted: Wow, impressive!
Mona: Despite its small size, the Dutch Republic would go on to become a major world
power, which we’ll talk about in a few snapshots.
Ted: And what happens to Spain?
Mona: After Philip II died, his son Philip III became King of Spain. Philip III and the
next few Spanish kings were even worse with money than Philip II. Not to mention that
each generation of kings was even more inbred than the last, meaning Spain will be ruled
by several physically and mentally challenged kings. In the end, it didn’t matter that Spain
should have been rich beyond all reason. Poor leadership ruined Spain’s future.
Ted: Spain was such a big empire it couldn’t disappear overnight.
Mona: But the power of Spain was now in decline. Money problems, involvement in too
many wars, and difficulties running such a vast empire meant the Spanish Empire was on
the slow—very slow—march to collapse.

Want to know more?

Try researching the following topics:
•

Spanish Golden Age artists such as Titian and
Diego Velázquez

•

The life of Catherine de Medici

•

The history of the Philippines and Netherlands

•

The Doctrine of Discovery

Ted: It’ll be a few hundred years
before the Spanish Empire starts to
break apart, but the glory days are
over. Spain’s having a pretty terrible
time!
Mona: If you want to see a terrible
time, let’s head over to Russia!

Philip III’s Reign
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Culture Corner

European Fashion u

Lily: Welcome back to Arthur and Lily’s Culture Corner.
Arthur: Today we’re going to talk about a kind of art you see and use
every day. It’s Fashion Day!
Lily: The clothes we wear say a lot about us. They can show off our
personality, our culture, our money, and our artistic style.
Arthur: But your fashion also says a whole lot about the era you live
in!
Lily: In the Middle Ages, European fashion had bright colors and
patterns, but clothes were pretty boxy. Most clothing was just a rectangular or triangular piece of fabric with straight seams. Due to cold
winters and poor heating, people often wore lots of layers and head
coverings.
Arthur: But then fashion took a big step forward. People started
sewing curves! Who’d have thought?!
Lily: That meant clothing could fit the curves of your body. As
clothes got more and more form-fitting, people started clamoring for Prince Hercule-François, Duc
clothing that would make certain parts of their body look better.
d’Alençon in 1572 wearing the
men’s fashion of a short tunic

Arthur: For men, this meant they wanted smooth stockings. As the
and tight stockings.
early modern period started, tunics got shorter, and men began showing off their legs. Nothing was more attractive than a nice, muscular calf! No one wants a
saggy, lumpy stocking making their calf look bad! Men needed smooth tight stockings so
the ladies could admire their muscles!
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Lily: Some men were even known to add padding down their
stockings to make their calves look bigger.
Arthur: Yeah, just look at my calves!
Lily: For women, tiny waists were in! Catherine de Medici
introduced France to the corset, and from there it became a
continent-wide phenomenon. Catherine helped that trend
along by banning “thick waists” from the French court.
Arthur: Ooo, she’s not very nice!
Lily: It was one of the many ways she controlled French
nobles to maintain power. Now, corsets have gotten a bad rap,
because of the way they squeeze women’s waists until they
can’t breathe anymore. That’s called tight lacing, and we’re not
Queen of France Louise de Lorraine
there yet. They didn’t have the technology to make corsets
(daughter-in-law of Catherine de
that tight in the early modern period. In the 1500-1700s
Medici) wearing the women’s fashion of
corsets were usually called stays. Stays were made of really stiff a corset, plus large sleeves and skirts to
fabric, sometimes reinforced with whalebones. Yes, they were
give the illusion of a tiny waist.
tight. Yes, they made women’s waists smaller. But women could
still breathe and move. Stays were very supportive and gave women fantastic posture!
Arthur: But women’s waists always look so small in paintings! How do they get their
waists that small?!
Lily: The smallness of women’s waists is mostly an optical illusion. If you wear huge
puffy sleeves and gigantic swishing skirts, of course, your waist is going to look small by
comparison.
Arthur: Manipulating perspective. I like it!
Lily: Europe’s new global trading networks meant people had all sorts of new fabrics and
dyes to work with.
Arthur: Clothing started becoming more and more elaborate. Just look at those fancy
clothes! For nobles, especially French nobles, having just the right fashion meant everything when it came to gaining and keeping power.
Lily: Clothing for commoners took
big steps forward too.
Arthur: The early modern period saw
the rise of high fashion.
Lily: Clothes were more form-fitting.
Men were showing off their legs.
Women were showing off their waists.
And all in all, clothing was becoming
an important new art form!
Painting of a ball held at the court of King Henri III
of France (Catherine de Medici’s son) showing the
fashions of the day.
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Section 3:

Control vs. Liberty in
Eastern Europe
ef

Chapter 5: Russia Has
a Terrible Time
Ted: Hello Russia! How have you been doing?
Mona: Let’s recap what we’ve learned about Russia before.
Ted: Righto. Russia started with the Kievan Rus’, who were Slavic peoples living in
Eastern Europe. They got the name Rus’ from the Vikings who settled there. Later
Vladimir the Great married a Byzantine princess and converted to Orthodox Christianity.
Then the Kievan Rus’ started to fall apart because the princes kept fighting each other.
Then the Mongols came along and killed tons of people and the Rus’ moved farther
north. One of the cities they founded was Moscow. A little bit later, the Ottomans destroyed Constantinople, and the Russians decided to carry on the legacy of Rome and the
Orthodox Church. Whew! The Russians have been busy!
Mona: Great summary Ted. Let’s pick up with the legacy of Rome. One way Russia carried on the legacy of Rome was with the title Tzar, which means Caesar. The first person to
be called Tzar was Ivan the Great.
Ted: Did he just tell everyone, hey, I’m the Tzar now?
Mona: Russia wasn’t a united country in Ivan’s day. There were a bunch of competing
principalities.
Ted: A principality is a small country ruled by a prince. All those Russian principalities
had been paying tribute to the Mongols—who they called the Tartars—ever since Genghis
Khan’s day. Ivan the Great decided he should be the one to get rid of the Tartars and unite
the Russians.
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Mona: His official title was Grand Prince of All Russia. It was his wife who helped him
get the title Tzar. Ivan’s wife was Sophia Palaiologina, the last Byzantine Imperial Princess.
Sophia encouraged Ivan to use the title Tzar and to see himself as an Emperor of Rome,
not as one of many Russian princes.
Ted: Well that’s sure going to have a big impact on Russian history.
Mona: Ivan changed life for ordinary Russians in a big way too. Before Ivan the Great,
peasants were allowed to farm whatever open land they could find. If they wanted to farm
land owned by the nobility, they just had to pay a tax to use the land. If the taxes were too
high or the land wasn’t good for farming, peasants were allowed to move somewhere else.
Ivan changed that. He said peasants were only allowed to move once per year—in the dead
of winter.
Ted: That’s terrible!
Mona: Speaking of terrible, let’s move along to Ivan the Great’s grandson, Ivan the
Terrible.
Ted: I know a lot about Ivan the Terrible! I don’t even have a good joke for his name. He
really was terrible.
Mona: His name doesn’t mean he was a bad ruler. It
means he was a scary and fearsome ruler.
Ted: Ivan did not have the life you’d expect a prince to
have. His dad died when he was three, so he was just a
toddler when he became the Grand Prince of All Russia.
Obviously, he wasn’t running things at that age, his mom
was.
Mona: A child on the throne almost guarantees that
adults will start fighting for power.
Ted: Which is why Ivan’s mom died when he was seven.
She was probably poisoned by a rival noble, leaving poor
Ivan an orphan. While nobles were fighting for control
of the kingdom, Ivan spent much of his childhood
locked away. He was often alone and wasn’t even given
enough food to eat.
Mona: Maybe it was because of that terrible start in
life, but Ivan was a pretty creepy kid. At a young age,
he showed violent tendencies. He would torture small
animals and make a game out of throwing dogs and cats
off of bell towers.
Ted: He was just working on his future nickname! The
old noble families who were fighting to steal Ivan’s
kingdom were called boyars. Ivan came to deeply
resent the boyar families for the way they treated him
and tried to steal his country and the fact that they
Ivan the Terrible by Viktor Mikhailovich Vasnetsov
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probably murdered his mother. When Ivan was sixteen, he was finally old enough to be
officially crowned. He took the throne in spectacular fashion! He was not content to just
be a Grand Prince. Ivan the Great sometimes used the title Tzar, but Ivan the Terrible had
himself crowned the first ever Tzar of Russia in 1547. Ivan quickly set to work proving HE
was in control.
Mona: Two weeks later Ivan married the love of his life, Anastasia Romanovna.
Ted: Remember that name Romanov. It’s going to come up later. At the beginning of Ivan’s
reign, he was doing pretty standard empire-building stuff.
Mona: He started bringing new technology to Russia, like the printing press. He reformed
the law code. He also unified Orthodox Christianity across his whole
empire.
Ted: He created a standing army and started conquering a bunch of
people, including the Tartars. He built a vast, multiethnic empire.
Mona: After he conquered the Tartars, Ivan wanted to build something to celebrate. He decided on a grand church in his capital of
Moscow. He hired Postnik Yakovlev to design Saint Basil’s Cathedral.
Ted: Saint Basil’s Cathedral is so cool! Just look at those onion domes!
Mona: Saint Basil’s Cathedral has come to represent Russia itself. It’s
the most recognizable building in all of Russia.
Ted: You know there’s a legend that after
the cathedral was complete, Ivan had Postnik
blinded so he could never build anything as
beautiful ever again.
Mona: Legend is the right word there because that didn’t happen. Postnik Yakovlev
went on to design quite a few more
buildings, including Ivan’s tomb. Even
though Ivan has a bad reputation, he
wasn’t so bad during the first part of
his reign.
Ted: Then things went more than slightly off the rails. His wife, Anastasia, died
in 1560, possibly from poisoning. The
only two women Ivan had ever cared
about were both probably assassinated
by boyars looking for power.
Mona: The death of Anastasia permanently changed Ivan for the worse.
He became cruel and paranoid. He
was prone to extreme and violent
mood swings. Then he started enacting utterly ruthless policies.
Saint Basil’s Cathedral, Moscow, Russia.
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Ted: During this time, Russia experienced a plague, famine, and foreign invasions. One
of Ivan’s top generals fled Russia and helped the Lithuanians destroy a portion of Russia.
Things aren’t going well. . .
Mona: What does Ivan do?
Ted: He threw a royal temper tantrum. In 1564, Ivan had had enough of problems, boyars,
people saying he had to follow the law, everything! If he couldn’t deal with problems HIS
way, he didn’t want to deal with them. So he wrote a letter saying he was giving up the
throne and left Moscow. He kind of just dumped Russia in the middle of a mess and said,
“see ya!”. The boyars were afraid if they appointed a new ruler the citizens would rise up in
rebellion. So things just fell to pieces.
Mona: Why would he do that?
Ted: To get more power. Pretty soon the boyars were desperate. They sent a messenger to
ask Ivan to pretty please return to the throne. This is the part where Ivan’s master scheme
comes into play. He said yes IF he was given absolute power. Ivan didn’t want to be limited
by the law. He didn’t want to answer to the boyars or the people for what he did. He wanted to do whatever he wanted, no questions asked and no consequences.
Mona: He wanted the opposite of the Magna Carta. This style of government is called
absolutism. Absolutism was becoming popular in other parts of Europe, like France, at the
same time.
Ted: Ivan’s scheme worked, and he returned to Moscow as the absolute ruler of all Russia.
All tzars after Ivan would insist they had absolute power because of this moment. Now he
could start earning his terrible nickname in earnest.
Mona: What did he do first?
Ted: Organize the Oprichnina.
The Oprichnina was Ivan’s personal police force. They answered
only to him and carried out his
bidding. They dressed in all black,
similar to monks. They rode black
horses and wore an insignia of a
dog’s head and a broom. The dog’s
head meant they were going to
sniff out the enemies of the Tzar
and the broom meant they were
going to sweep them away.
After the death of his first wife, Ivan, like many other rulers in Europe at the time, tried to win
the hand of Queen Elizabeth I of England. This painting is of Ivan’s attempt to impress the English
ambassadors with his treasures. Ivan was unsuccessful in his attempt to marry Elizabeth.
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Ivan gets absolute power
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Map showing the growth of Russia
from 1300 to 1592.

Mona: Creepy!
Ted: The first group
Ivan targeted with the
Oprichnina were the
boyars. Ivan took all the
boyars’ land and possessions and gave them to
the Oprichnina. Then the
Oprichnina killed, tortured,
or banished all the remaining boyars.
Mona: Just like Ivan, the Oprichnina were above the law and could treat the peasants on
their land however they wished. Taxes on peasants increased dramatically, leading to a mass
migration of peasants across the empire.
Ted: Step one: get absolute power. Step two: kill anyone who could take it from you. It’s
‘how to be a dictator 101’.
Mona: After targeting the boyars, Ivan used the Oprichnina to create religious conformity
across Russia. It was like the Russian version of the Spanish Inquisition—just Orthodox
instead of Catholic. The Oprichnina created terror all across Russia. The number of peasants fleeing the Oprichnina meant land wasn’t being farmed, meaning Russia started to
run out of food. Between famine, disease, and Ivan’s mass executions, tens of thousands of
Russians were dying.
Ted: That meant it was the perfect opportunity for Russia’s enemies to
strike! While dealing with Tartar invasions, Ivan felt the Oprichnina
didn’t measure up. He realized how much damage this police force had
done, so he abolished the Oprichnina in 1572.
Mona: Do things get better after that?
Ted: Not a ton. Ivan was not a stable person. One night he got into
an argument with his son and heir and lost his temper. He beat his
son to death with his walking stick. After the fact, Ivan was overcome
with terrible grief, but. . .
Mona: But he’d still killed his own son.
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Ted: That means when Ivan died in 1584 his second son, Feodor Ivanovich, inherited the
throne, but he proved to be a poor leader. Feodor died childless in 1598 and Russia was
left without a tzar or a royal family. The next era of Russian history is called the Time of
Troubles.
Mona: Russia had a series of short-term tzars. None of them were powerful enough to
hold the country together, plus none of them were related to Ivan, so they didn’t have his
claim to be descended from Roman Emperors.
Ted: They were just wannabes, not the real deal.
Mona: One of them was truly a wannabe. He wasn’t even Russian. He said he was Dmitry,
the youngest son of Ivan the Terrible who had survived an assassination attempt by fleeing
to Poland. In reality, Dmitry probably died. This guy was just a really good Polish fake. He
succeeded in becoming Tzar for almost a year before he was
found out.
Ted: When the Russians found out he was a fake, they
decided to send him back to Poland—Russian-style. They
killed him, burned his remains, stuffed his ashes in a cannon,
and then fired them in the direction of Poland.
Mona: The Time of Troubles lasted from 1598 to 1613.
Ted: By then the Russians had decided they really needed a
strong tzar on the throne, whatever it took.
Mona: In order the justify the power of the tzar they
needed someone related to Ivan the Terrible. Hadn’t his
entire family died?
Ted: Yes, so the nobles got a little creative in the definition
of ‘related.’ They finally found a distant cousin of Ivan’s
first wife, Anastasia. His name was Michael Romanov. I
told ya the name Romanov would come up later. Michael
was crowned tzar and started the Romanov Dynasty, which
would last over 300 years and would be the last dynasty ever
to rule Russia.
Mona: Russia has transitioned from a bunch of medieval
principalities to a modern country in this snapshot. Ivan the
Terrible did a lot to create the Russia we know today. Now,
let’s go next door and see what Russia’s neighbor is like.
Tzar Michael Romanov I by Johann Heinrich Wedekind
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